There is a growing demand for publishing custom textbooks, laboratory manuals and lecture manuals in most science courses today. Academx Publishing Services provides the resources for departments and faculty to professionally publish the works they have personally authored that are tailored for their courses.

- No annual contract
- Produce as few as 25 copies
- Revise each semester
- Publish only the content and labs you teach in the order they are assigned
- Free desk copies for faculty and TA's
- Secure permission to use copyrighted material
- Create a custom cover using our Exploring Science cover program
- Unique ISBN assignment
- Complete publishing process—editing, design, printing, and distribution
- Royalty for you or your department
- Deliver on time and at a savings to students
- STEPS for creating your book or manual—guidelines and checklist to simplify the publishing process and prepare your manuscript for press

FOR MORE INFORMATION, visit our website at www.academx.com
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Design and Production

Known for expert design and editorial support, Academx understands what you need in order to present your book or lab manual in a professional manner and style. Our knowledge of book development, structure, editing and design lends credibility to the subject matter and presents it in a way that is appealing and easily interpreted by your students. Our services bring it all together by asking the right questions that enhance content and produce quality results.

- Book design and presentation
- Composition, typestyles, page layout and formatting
- Art, drawings, figures and photos
- Author Guidelines with helpful tips for submitting your finished book or manual
- Author Templates designed to enhance content format, style and consistency
- Manuscript review, feedback, recommendations, and solutions
- Electronic file conversion and preparation (PDF files) and final file approval
- Custom covers designed to make an impression and reflect the course and theme of your book or manual (See Custom Covers under our Cover Program)

Printing, Binding and Distribution

Digital printing is the perfect solution for short run custom books and manuals written by departments and faculty for specific academic courses. Our state-of-the art printing process and digital equipment is designed to provide quick, competitive, high-quality print production. Depending on how the book will be used, Academx will provide the binding alternative that is right for your book or manual.

- Text and cover stock options: including recycled paper, colored stock, and heavier paper weights
- Perforated pages for easy removal
- Film laminated covers for durability
- Pockets inserted for handouts
- Color printing for inserts or entire text
- Multiple binding styles: perfect bound, spiral, saddle stitch, 3-hole drilled for loose-leaf and shrink-wrapped

Our bookstore partners depend on us for timely deliveries and accurate order information as they prepare to price and shelve books for students to purchase.

- Flexible schedules
- Follow-up status of book orders
- Thorough understanding of policies for proper shipping and billing
- Return allowances

Content and Permissions

More often, instructors teaching needs are not fulfilled by a traditional text or lab manual. Publishing with Academx is an ideal solution for instructors and departments who wish to publish their own material but need supplemental content to complete the course requirements.

- Instructors can adapt printed materials quickly and easily with labs and course materials authored by our college and university partners.
- Our authors are active instructors whose extensive classroom experience has made them experts in teaching as well as their fields of study.

- Whether you need one chapter/experiment or multiple course topics, our partners have given permission to edit existing material to suit your course needs.
- Combine these materials with your own original works to create a standalone text or lab manual that is specifically written for your students.
- Obtaining permission to secure copyrighted content and images—Academx will contact the copyright source for usage rights and notice of copyright.